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ABSTRACT: This article argues that policy making is an interactive and ongoing process that transcends the spatio-
temporal boundaries drawn by a linear, rational or instrumental model of policy. We construct this argument by 
analysing the making of the Irrigation Management Transfer (IMT) policy in Mexico in the early 1990s, focusing on 
different episodes of its re-emergence, standardisation, and acceleration. During this period a standardised policy 
package was developed, consisting of a set of specific policy technologies to effect the transfer to Water Users’ 
Associations (WUAs). These technologies were assembled in response to geographically dispersed trials of 
strength: experiments, consultations and clashes in the field, and negotiations at the national and international 
level. A newly installed public water authority increasingly succeeded in coordinating the convergence and 
accumulation of dispersed experiences and ideas on how to make the transfer work. Our analysis shows how this 
composite package of policy technologies worked to include a network of support and to exclude opposition at 
different levels, while at the same time stabilising an interpretation of policy-related events. In this way the policy 
gathered momentum and was 'made to succeed'. 
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INTRODUCTION 

To understand policy processes, it is revealing to take the words policy making literally. Colebatch’s 
(2006) framing of the question 'What is the work which makes policy?' shifts the focus to how practices 
produce policies. This focus allows us to demonstrate that policy making is an interactive and ongoing 
process that is potentially self-reinforcing, but often fragile and reversible in practice. It is only by 
building a network of support and excluding opposition that a policy idea gathers momentum and is 
made to succeed. The seed for this insight was sown by Grindle and Thomas (1989), who developed an 
interactive model of policy implementation, based on their critique of the linear model of policy, and 
expanded this analysis in Thomas and Grindle (1990). In their view, the linear model ignores the 
implementation process, because it takes the policy decision as the critical political choice, which then 
automatically has to result in implementation. Instead, Thomas and Grindle (1990) propose focusing on 
the societal conflicts and reactions that a policy generates and the political and bureaucratic resources 
that policy makers need to mobilise to deal with such responses in order to sustain the policy. They 
argue that "implementation is an interactive and ongoing process of decision-making by policy elites 
and managers (implementors)[sic] in response to actual or anticipated reactions to reformist initiatives" 
(ibid). 
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In this article we contribute to the 'policy as process' literature by building on the interactive model 
and extending its claim by showing that policy makers have ways of knowing, anticipating and adapting 
policy to societal responses and build their support network accordingly. Hence, we regard the making 
of policy as an interactive and continuing practice occurring at different levels and stages of the policy 
process. In this line of thought, policies are dynamic and change over time: incremental adjustments 
are made to earlier decisions, changes of direction and routes occur, and the experience of 
implementing a policy feeds back into the policy-making process (Hill, 2009). Hence, there is no strict 
separation between the formulation and implementation of a policy, since much of the making of a 
policy occurs in what is perceived as the implementation process (Page and Jenkins, 2005). Moreover, 
even after a policy is officially terminated by ministerial decision, its making, support network, and 
momentum can still continue (Turnhout, 2009). 

But then how do policy actors, scales, and stages coalesce and advance a policy process? To answer 
this question, the case study in this article focuses on the re-emergence, standardisation and 
acceleration of the Irrigation Management Transfer (IMT) policy in Mexico. In the early 1990s, the 
Mexican government pioneered this policy, drawing much international attention. As part of the neo-
liberal reforms during President Carlos Salinas’ administration (1989-1994), some 2.5 million ha of 
government irrigation districts (out of a total of 3.4 million ha) were transferred to WUAs (CNA, 1994). 
The speed with which the transfer programme was carried out surprised donors, consultants, water 
professionals and researchers alike, especially as handing over irrigation systems to farmers on such a 
scale had not been attempted before anywhere in the world. Consequently, Mexico’s IMT programme 
was considered a 'success' in water-policy circles, and the Mexican policy model became an 
international showcase for promoting neo-liberal water reforms (Gorriz et al., 1995; Johnson, 1997).1 
The Mexican case is interesting to study because the irrigation reforms actually reorganised irrigation 
management, in contrast to many other countries where irrigation reforms remained partial due to 
insurmountable opposition by the hydraulic bureaucracy and farmers. This article particularly focuses 
on how the Mexican hydraulic bureaucracy overcame these various forms of opposition as an integral 
part of policy making. 

This article constitutes one of the panels of a triptych. Each panel shows a different perspective on 
the policy trajectory of IMT in Mexico. The first historical panel on the left (Rap et al., 2004; Wester et 
al., 2009) describes the emergence and expansion of the hydraulic bureaucracy in association with the 
centralisation of water control and the adoption of the hydraulic mission by the Mexican State in the 
20th century (Wester, 2009). The hydraulic mission entails that the state, embodied in an autonomous 
hydrocracy, takes the lead in water resources development to capture as much water as possible for 
human uses. Driven by the argument that a single water authority should regulate and control the 
nation’s waters, the hydrocracy consistently managed to renew its always precarious autonomy at 
different political moments in the country’s history. The case of the IMT policy shows how the hydraulic 
bureaucracy in a neo-liberal era actively renewed its control over water decisions and budgets, and has 
played a remarkably constant, hegemonic role in defining and shaping Mexico’s water laws, policies and 
institutions at the national level. Nevertheless, in line with neo-liberal ideas, IMT significantly reduced 
the direct role of the state in irrigation management and, as a result, the hydraulic bureaucracy lost 
power, people and presence at the local and regional levels. 

The second, more contemporary, panel of this triptych, located on the right, focuses on how the 
Mexican policy of IMT became an international policy model that was widely propagated as a 'success' 
(Rap, 2006). This panel describes the discursive practices, audio-visual technologies and promotional 

                                                           
1
 This policy model, the empirical backing, and the construction of its 'success' are critically discussed at length in Rap (2006). 

We do not consider the policy itself successful in terms of policy outcomes but certainly recognise its success as a policy model 
that was replicated around the world.  
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events through which an emerging international policy network framed the problem of public irrigation 
management and promoted the transfer of irrigation systems to WUAs as the only viable solution. The 
policy network became institutionalised with the establishment of the International Network on 
Participatory Irrigation Management (INPIM). This panel especially points to the cultural and ideological 
processes at play, in line with the political and economic pressures, in convincing ever larger audiences 
that this policy model was successful and thus worthy of emulation in other countries. The particular 
policy perspective taken further suggests that success in policy making, rather than being based on 
straightforward evidence of improved management performance, is often part of a cultural 
performance. 

This article forms the third and central panel that connects the outer panels and completes this 
triptych. We open up the black box of the IMT policy process by focusing on policy-making practices as 
contingent and inherently political and bureaucratic processes. In the following section, we engage with 
different perspectives on policy making to develop our view on the practices and politics of policy 
processes, and introduce the reader to the case. We subsequently identify and analyse three episodes 
of the IMT policy process in Mexico: the re-emergence of the transfer policy; its assemblage, 
standardisation and closure; and its promotion and acceleration. As the transfer policy package had 
largely been standardised by 1992 and a majority of the irrigation districts (50 out of 80) had been 
transferred by the end of 1994, our analysis of policy-making practices focuses on the period between 
1976 and 1994. In addition, we do not provide a detailed analysis of policy outcomes and the intricacies 
of the struggles engendered by the policy in the numerous irrigation districts, as these merit an article 
of its own and are not germane to our argument. The concluding section draws out the implications of 
our findings for the debate on the politics of policy processes. 

PERSPECTIVES ON POLICY PROCESSES 

Studying how policy processes work challenges deeply held beliefs about what constitutes the policy 
process. Although much criticised for its lack of empirical accuracy, the linear or instrumental model of 
public policy remains very enduring in policy circles (Long and van der Ploeg, 1989; Mosse, 2004), partly 
because it portrays the world as policy makers prefer to see it: controllable and amenable to rational 
analysis (Fischer, 2003), and partly because it validates the "myth of intentional choice through politics" 
(March and Olsen, 1989) and the Weberian ideal of an impartial and rule-following bureaucracy. 
According to the linear model, a policy neatly progresses through the sequential stages of problem 
analysis, policy formulation, political decision, policy implementation and evaluation. It is central to the 
linear model that politicians make policy decisions, whereas implementation is an administrative 
activity. Policy makers are believed to be not much involved or interested in policy implementation and 
consider it the responsibility of lower-level bureaucrats. 

The conventional success-of-IMT-in-Mexico narrative (Gorriz et al., 1995; Johnson, 1997), critically 
analysed by Rap (2006), is a good example of a reification of the linear policy model. This narrative 
argues that an economic crisis during the 1980s led to a decrease in government funding for irrigation 
and a reduction in the payment of water fees by water users, resulting in low cost recovery and a 
widespread deterioration of the irrigation districts under public management. In 1989, the Mexican 
President endorsed the policy of transferring the irrigation districts to WUAs in order to reduce 
subsidies and improve the productivity and viability of the irrigation districts. The Comisión Nacional del 
Agua (CNA: National Water Commission) was established as Mexico’s sole water authority to 
implement various new policy, legal and institutional arrangements, including IMT. CNA designed WUAs 
to function as financially and administratively autonomous irrigation organisations that are accountable 
to the water users rather than to the government. According to this policy narrative, CNA achieved this 
and IMT was thus a successful policy. The conditions believed to have led to this success became 
prescriptions for replicating the policy (Rap, 2006), such as government commitment, an autonomous 
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water authority, financially self-sufficient WUAs, a solid legal framework and a promotional campaign 
(González-Villarreal, 1991). 

Thomas and Grindle (1990), in contrast, analyse policy implementation as a political process 
involving a variety of policy actors and thus an accommodation of interests. Central to their interactive 
model are four assumptions, listed below, with which we wish to engage: 

1. Policy formulation and implementation are discrete and sequential activities that are separated 
by a political and centrally enforced decision. 

2. Specific policy characteristics will determine the reactions of individuals in strategic locations in 
the public or bureaucratic arena. This can favour, alter, or reverse a policy at every stage of the 
policy process with multiple potential outcomes. 

3. There are fixed policy characteristics that do not change during the implementation phase. 
Examples of such characteristics are the duration of the implementation and the dispersion of 
costs and benefits. 

4. Policy makers do not sufficiently anticipate the responses to their policies, and they do not 
adequately develop strategies to overcome opposition. 

The empirical findings in our case study prompt us to build on, but rethink, these assumptions. In this 
article we argue that not only implementation but rather the making of policy as a whole is an 
interactive and ongoing process. We understand policy here as the decisions and courses of (in)action 
taken by public institutions under governmental authority (Marinetto, 1999; Hill, 2009). The making of 
policy is not restricted to the discursive formulation or political endorsement of a decision. The 
bureaucratic making and contestation of a policy already begins long before and strongly continues 
after the political decision. In this process, policy makers are able to shape and modify policy 
characteristics and thereby anticipate opposition and mobilise support; this influences how the policy is 
implemented and its outcomes. To analyse how policies are constructed discursively and practically and 
sustained socially and materially we draw on Mosse’s analysis of policy processes and insights from STS. 

Mosse argues that "policy primarily functions to mobilise and maintain political support, that is to 
legitimise, rather than to orientate practice" (Mosse, 2004). The operational control that bureaucracies 
have over practices and events is often limited, but where they can exert control is over the 
interpretation of events. So success in policy making "depends upon the stabilisation of a particular 
interpretation, a policy model" (ibid). The success of a policy "is not inherent" or "given at the outset", 
but "arises from the ability to continue recruiting support and so impose" a "growing coherence on 
those who argue about or oppose" such an interpretation (Latour, 1996 in Mosse, 2004). The more 
policy actors are tied up with a particular interpretation, "the more stable and dominant" the policy 
becomes (ibid). 

However, which practices stabilise an interpretation of policy-related events? Here, it is important to 
recognise the heterogeneous nature of policy making. Building a support network includes sustaining 
an interpretation not only socially and discursively, but also materially, which together stabilise the 
form and shape of policy ideas. Here, our idea of a policy package comes in. This is a standardised set of 
policy technologies that enrol, include, and align actors and resources in support of a policy and 
exclude, circumvent or resolve the obstacles and opposition that threaten to impede the advance of a 
policy process. Policy technologies play a crucial role in building a network that shapes, connects and 
directs such heterogeneous elements as human actors, material devices, organisational spaces and 
resource flows in support of a policy idea. In this article we show how a policy package was assembled 
and standardised, consisting of a set of specific policy technologies to realise and legitimise the transfer 
to locally formed WUAs. Mobile teams of bureaucrats and experts devised and experimented with 
these policy technologies to identify, anticipate, and incorporate support and avoid opposition, with the 
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aim of advancing beyond potential conflict points in the policy process and stabilising a particular policy 
idea. 

We aim to show that there is mileage to be gained from applying the insights of STS to the policy 
process (Latour, 1987, 1996, 1999; Law, 1994; Law and Hassard, 1999). From an STS perspective, policy 
making can be defined as the process by which policy actors support, modify, displace, and coalesce 
around a policy idea with as outcome that a policy becomes less or more stabilised and 'real' (cf. Latour, 
1999). At the outset a policy idea is a fiction that can only gradually become sedimented into a real 
object (Latour, 1996). A policy that makes it beyond the ideas stage follows an unstable and 
unpredictable trajectory through which it becomes or does not become more articulated and dominant 
through the enrolment of social actors and material allies and the alignment of interests around a 
policy idea. In the course of assembling a policy package, what Latour (1987) calls trials of strength 
define the characteristics and interpretation of a policy. Particular attention is paid here to how policy 
technologies create and connect a supporting policy network and stabilise a particular policy idea. If this 
heterogeneous policy network holds together, then policy closure occurs, meaning that a strong 
consensus emerges among different policy actors about the dominant interpretation of a policy (Bijker, 
1990). 

Besides STS, the idea of policy technology finds its inspiration in two other bodies of thought. First, it 
draws on Foucault’s analysis of governmentality, to which the concept of 'governmental technologies' is 
central: "the complex of mundane programs, calculations, techniques, apparatuses, documents and 
procedures through which authorities seek to embody and give effect to governmental ambitions". 
These technologies contribute to "the conduct of conduct", by "acting upon the actions of others in 
order to achieve certain ends" (Rose, 1996: 12). For example, Miller and Rose (1992) show how 
contemporary calculative practices or technologies of government enable neo-liberal efforts to 
autonomise state institutions from direct control and responsibility over the actions of individuals, 
organisations and societal domains, whilst retaining some form of "action or control at a distance". 
These governmental technologies are crucial to the dynamic of "recentralizing while decentralizing" 
(Ribot et al., 2006) of neo-liberal policy regimes. 

Second, Mosse’s idea that "development institutions construct rural society in terms of organization 
imperatives" (1999: 303) informs our understanding of policy technologies. Government bureaucracies 
tend to label, formalise and up-scale existing local organisational forms in line with official expectations 
and bureaucratic requirements for how people should organise (Mosse, 1999: 328). "Social 
technologies – criteria for group membership, roles and offices, conduct meetings and record and 
account keeping" provide "a means to consult with local people to harness local leadership, 
mechanisms to channel development inputs, and meet bureaucratic requirements of orderliness, 
uniformity, quantifiability and control". This "simplification, uniformity and standardization" of local 
irrigation organisations is essential to their "recasting in bureaucratic terms" (Mosse, 1999: 323). 
Because of the way policies are being institutionalised, materialised and made routine, bureaucracies 
often play a crucial role in their stabilisation. 

Based on all these ideas, the concept of "policy technologies" has a distinctly double-sided nature. 
Like any political act, they are both instrumental and expressive (Edelman, 1964). On the one hand, 
policy technologies are used to generate and govern an ever more stable organisational arrangement of 
subjects and objects that constitute a heterogeneous support network for the IMT policy. On the other 
hand, these technologies also express, discursively and symbolically, a policy interpretation that 
concurs with neo-liberal, modernist and bureaucratic idea(l)s of order regarding the rational 
organisation of irrigation management. Both these instrumental and expressive aspects of policy 
making contribute to building a support network and stabilising an interpretation of policy-related 
events. 
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This article develops a constructivist perspective on policy processes by focusing on the re-
emergence, standardisation and acceleration of the IMT policy in Mexico. This implies that the 
functional stages of the decision process (Lasswell, 1971) – intelligence, promotion, prescription, 
innovation, application, termination and appraisal – are not neatly separated and ordered in time. The 
case rather shows that they are interconnected, overlapping and feed back into each other and 
therefore do not follow a fixed, linear or predictable sequence. This addresses a major critique on the 
policy sciences framework, namely that it "breaks the policy process into functionally and temporally 
distinct sub-processes" (Jenkins-Smith and Sabatier, 1994: 176) and thus orients researchers only to 
look at one stage at a time, "thereby neglecting the entire process" (deLeon, 1999: 25). 

The Advocacy Coalition Framework (ACF) aims to overcome these shortcomings of the policy 
sciences (Jenkins-Smith and Sabatier, 1994). "An advocacy coalition does consist of actors from a 
variety of governmental and private organizations at different levels of government who share a set of 
policy beliefs and seek to realize them by influencing the behavior of multiple governmental institutions 
over time" (Jenkins-Smith and Sabatier, 1994: 186). To avoid a top-down perspective, it incorporates in 
the analysis policy players at different levels, such as street-level bureaucrats (Lipsky, 1980) and studies 
a policy process that "stems from a multitude of overlapping directives and actors", from which none is 
a priori dominant (Jenkins-Smith and Sabatier, 1994: 176). We have incorporated these insights in the 
analysis of policy making, but question ACF’s assumption that the policy core and the advocacy coalition 
are somehow stable over the period of a decade. Instead we focus on the building of a support network 
that stabilises a policy idea. 

Methodologically, our research posed the challenge of studying up (Nader, 1972). This started with 
acquiring a detailed ethnographic knowledge of contextual organisational and political practices 
underlying the transfer of irrigation management to WUAs and the various local and regional political 
histories of transfer (Zaag, 1992; Rap, 2004, 2007; Wester, 2008, 2009) and then moving on to interview 
the most senior levels of the hydraulic bureaucracy. However, participant observation is a research 
method that "may not be readily portable to elite contexts" (Gusterson, 1997). This is partially so 
because informants are often too busy to engage in frequent interaction, or reluctant to disclose 
sensitive information and give direct access to policy-making arenas. Because most of the events 
described in this article had occurred already at the time of research, participant observation of policy 
making was limited. Hence, this case study research required a multi-method approach to reconstruct 
the IMT policy trajectory over several decades. We thus interviewed some 20 members of the upper 
reaches of the hydraulic and agricultural bureaucracy and other key political figures in the Salinas 
government, as well as staff of international organisations. In a number of cases we constructed life and 
career histories of these officials. To place this into the wider Mexican and historical context, we also 
interviewed Mexican water scholars and carried out an extensive review of policy documents and 
newspaper articles. To document what the written press had published about relevant agricultural and 
water policy issues we examined a cd-rom database of the news that appeared between 1988 and 
1994. This demonstrated the difference in coverage of water-policy events compared to the publicly 
debated revision of land policies (El Financiero, 1994). 

In interviewing senior government officials we focused on those who were most directly involved 
with water policy making and to a much lesser extent on those more isolated and less vocal groups who 
opposed these policy changes. This partially restricts our understanding of how the agricultural 
bureaucracy as well as middle-level irrigation staff viewed and responded to the policy and how they 
were in practice made redundant, silenced or sidelined. Further, this gives a limited view on what 
alternative policy alliances were formed or collapsed among different segments in the agricultural and 
hydraulic bureaucracy. 
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POLICY EPISODE ONE: RE-EMERGENCE OF THE POLICY IDEA 

The common assumption that handing over irrigation systems to organised water users was a policy 
innovation of the neo-liberal epoch has to be revised. Perhaps the labelling of the policy as 'transfer' in 
line with international policy discourses was the most important novelty of the 1990s. There are, in fact, 
important legal and organisational antecedents of user management that predate the neo-liberal 
period by more than half a century (Rap et al., 2004; Rodríguez Haros and Palerm Viqueira, 2007). 
Various irrigation and water laws between 1926 and 1946 contained provisions for the creation of 
irrigators’ associations or WUAs and water boards to manage irrigation districts. The 1929 water law 
already mentions WUAs and confers legal status to them (SAyF, 1929). Subsequent water laws also 
allowed for the operation of irrigation districts by WUAs or water boards when it was judged opportune 
by the state. 

In line with the law’s provisions, water boards were charged with the operation of several larger 
districts in the north, such as Rio Yaqui (41), Rio Mayo (38), Rio Colorado (14), and Culiacan and Delicias 
(05).2 But monopolisation of water by commercial farmers, combined with the lack of strong 
government support, was among the problems that were detrimental to the endurance of the water 
boards. The control of most of these districts was returned to the Secretaría de Recursos Hidráulicos or 
Ministry of Water Resources (SRH) from the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock in 1951, effectively 
ending the experiments with water boards (Palacios Vélez, 1993; Vargas, 1996). Nonetheless, water 
boards continued to function in several irrigation districts, such as in the Tula (3) and the Rio Yaqui 
districts until the transfer programme of the 1990s. 

Rodríguez Haros and Palerm Viqueira (2007) discuss four cases of relatively smaller irrigation 
districts and units that were partly or entirely handed over to organised water users in the 1940s: 
Pabellón (01), Ixmiquilpan (27), Module 1 of Valle de Juárez (09), and Module 5 of State of Zacatecas 
(34). In three cases, water users took over the management of the irrigation districts and continued to 
manage them for several decades. In fact, the authors argue that the transfer policy of the 1990s did 
nothing more than ratify an earlier hand-over. 

In 1972, Article 46 of the Ley Federal de Aguas (Federal Water Law) established that the SRH was 
completely responsible for the irrigation districts, from construction to management, effectively 
forbidding user management of the districts (Diario Oficial, 1972). The fact that this law presented users 
as 'passive receivers of irrigation water', must have been one of the reasons that earlier antecedents 
were deleted from the public policy debates (Rodríguez Haros and Palerm Viqueira, 2007). 
Nevertheless, under the formal guise of public management, there were all kinds of informal and 
customary arrangements in which water users continued to exercise a significant role in irrigation 
management. Such interlinking of customs, rules and procedures of state, communities and NGOs has 
been called 'institutional bricolage' (Cleaver, 2002). 

To indicate how the changing government policy on irrigation districts was always intertwined with 
presidential and bureaucratic politics, it is interesting to quote Hernández Terán (1988), the Minister of 
the SRH during 1964-1970, who recalls his first interview with the Mexican President after being 
appointed: 

One of the subjects he brought up was regarding irrigation districts. He said: you know how they propose 
things to you in the campaign, some have the opinion that the districts should be given to the Ministry of 
Agriculture, others that official banks should deal with them, others that they should be handed over to 
users, and others that they are fine where they are. What do you think? (…) I finally told him that at that 
time I thought they were fine where they were… and they stayed that way for another 12 years *in the 
SRH] (cited in Rodríguez Haros and Palerm Viqueira, 2007: 123-124). 

                                                           
2
 In Mexico, all Irrigation Districts have a number, indicated in brackets here. See Figure 1. 
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The re-emergence of the transfer policy idea in the 1980s was the fruit of an unhappy union between 
two bureaucracies. In 1976, the Secretaría de Agricultura y Recursos Hidráulicos (SARH: Ministry of 
Agriculture and Water Resources) arose from a controversial fusion of the SRH and the Ministry of 
Agriculture. As a result, the SRH, a traditionally strong and affluent hydraulic bureaucracy, lost its 
autonomy and control over the irrigation districts to the larger, more bureaucratic, and financially 
poorer Ministry of Agriculture (Wester et al., 2009). This politically enforced union reinforced a 
protracted bureaucratic struggle between the agricultural and hydraulic bureaucracy that sheds light on 
the later separation and the role of the transfer policy within that process. 

One bureaucratic group played a major role in making the transfer policy and reforming the 
hydraulic bureaucracy. This group of water resource planners was formed in the Plan Nacional 
Hidráulico (PNH: National Water Plan) commission, created by SRH in 1973 with funding from the 
World Bank. This was a breeding ground for bureaucratic cadres and innovative policy experiments in 
water resources planning. Basic recommendations of the PNH were a sole water authority, integrated 
water planning, decentralisation, introduction of water pricing and greater user participation. However, 
because of the controversial institutional reforms of 1976 these policy recommendations could not be 
applied (Rogers, 2002: 41). During De la Madrid’s election campaign in 1982, the water resource 
planners, in coalition with influential civil engineers, lobbied for recreating the SRH. The working group 
that was formed to define water policies for the incoming administration was coordinated by the later 
CNA Director Dr. González-Villarreal in close collaboration with De la Madrid’s campaign manager, later 
President Carlos Salinas (IEPES, 1982). This attempt by senior hydrocrats to re-establish bureaucratic 
autonomy did not succeed, and they had to accept their subordinate position in the SARH for another 
six years. 

During De la Madrid’s administration (1982-1988), the team of water resource planners further 
developed policy ideas favouring water user participation, water pricing and institutional reforms. 
Several factors combined to precipitate a shift in thinking on the management of irrigation districts. In 
1982, the World Bank stopped lending to Mexico in response to the moratorium on foreign debt 
payments that the government had declared in August 1982 (World Bank, 1983). Investments in the 
irrigation districts further dropped as cost recovery from 1983 to 1988 was very low. Lastly, the 
irrigation districts were combined with the rain-fed districts in 1985 to form rural development districts; 
this resulted in the hydraulic bureaucracy further losing control over the irrigation districts (Palacios 
Vélez, 1994). This situation was unacceptable to senior hydrocrats, and the need to 'rescue' the 
irrigation districts from the agricultural bureaucracy played an important role in the emergence of the 
transfer policy (Vargas, 1996). 

In the 1980s, before transfer had been endorsed as a policy at the national level, experiments with 
user management were initiated by lower- and middle-level bureaucrats in selected irrigation districts, 
such as El Grullo (Jalisco Sur 94), Río Mayo (38), Río Yaqui (41) and Delicias (05) (see Figure 1 for their 
location) (Zaag, 1992; Palacios Vélez, 1993). The experiments in these field laboratories were based on 
trial and error and influenced the design and adaptation of policy technologies that were later 
assembled into the transfer policy package. These experiences were intertwined with the 
aforementioned bureaucratic struggle over the control of the irrigation districts. 

Río Mayo in the northern state of Sinaloa was one of the first irrigation districts where transfer 
initiatives occurred (Palacios Vélez, 1993). As part of a World Bank-supported irrigation modernisation 
programme, SARH engineers informed water users that the district would be handed over to the users. 
It appeared that SARH was testing how to organise transfer and that the district would serve as a model 
for other districts to follow. In August 1986, the then minister of agriculture announced at a meeting 
that "steps are being taken to hand over to organized farmers the operational management of the 
irrigation districts, so that every peso that is paid in water fees will be invested in the same district" (El 
Financiero, 19 August 1986). This suggests that initiatives on the ground were well underway in 1986, 
well before the formal endorsement of the transfer policy. On the basis of instructions received from 
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SARH headquarters at the start of 1988, the Río Mayo district office began to organise WUAs that 
would become responsible for the operation and maintenance (O&M) of the infrastructure. 

Map 1. Irrigation districts in Mexico. 

 

Another important policy experiment – in the El Grullo irrigation district in the western state of Jalisco – 
strongly contributed to the assemblage of the transfer policy. Farmer involvement was not new in El 
Grullo, as a team of middle-level SARH engineers had experimented with a water user commission from 
1980 to 1983 (Zaag, 1992). The same team of engineers transferred the nearby La Barca irrigation 
district to a water user committee in November 1985, allegedly the first in Mexico (Lomeli, 1991). This 
informal group of hierarchically linked and regionally based engineers was led by their former university 
professor Engineer Velazco,3 who was head of the SARH state delegation in Jalisco in the late 1980s. 
This bureaucratic faction within SARH had experimented with organising farmers in the 1970s and 
1980s and was linked with particular SARH officials at the federal level. 

In May 1987, Velazco instructed the El Grullo district head, who was under him in the hierarchical 
line but not a member of his informal group, to put water users in charge of the maintenance tasks of 
the district (Zaag, 1992). Initially, the district head opposed this initiative, but in February 1988 he 
informed farmer representatives that the SARH had a new policy of decentralising its functions to 
farmer organisations. He proposed the creation of a WUA and stated that he was authorised to hand 
over machinery for maintenance tasks. During the first months of 1988, district officials went to the 
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ejidos4 to explain that SARH could no longer maintain the irrigation district and that a WUA could do it 
better. Delegates were chosen from each ejido and by the private farmers. In May 1988 the founding 
assembly of the WUA was held, and a working group was formed to draft internal regulations. In 
November 1988, the regulations were accepted and the WUA board was chosen (Zaag, 1992). 
Interestingly, all of this occurred in anticipation of the presidential elections of July 1988, while transfer 
was not yet an official policy. 

The re-emergence of the transfer policy idea in the 1980s was closely intertwined with three 
concerns that have historically characterised the hydraulic bureaucracy’s identity, namely bureaucratic 
autonomy, control over financial resources, and control over the irrigation districts (Rap et al., 2004; 
Wester et al., 2009). González-Villarreal and his technocratic planning group represented a wider 
national 'advocacy coalition' of senior bureaucratic groups, political party actors, water-related 
academia, producer organisations and professional organisations, and consultancy and construction 
companies, with its broadly shared claim for a sole water authority with bureaucratic and financial 
autonomy (Jenkins-Smith and Sabatier, 1994). But it also partially shaped an emerging international 
policy network to globally promote the transfer of irrigation systems to WUAs. Towards the end of the 
1980s, González-Villarreal and his team proposed transfer to Salinas and convinced him of the need for 
an autonomous water authority (the later CNA). As González-Villarreal’s former right-hand man 
expressed it in the corridors of a World Bank policy meeting, Salinas 'bought' the idea. Retrospectively, 
this was later re-framed as a presidential decision. When Salinas started galvanising support from the 
bureaucracy for his election campaign in 1988, this coalition of engineers fully supported him in return 
for the creation of an autonomous water agency (Zaag, 1992). 

In December 1987 and January 1988, the transfer policy idea was taken up at national meetings on 
water. Because 'access to water' was the "most frequently voiced demand" during his working tours, 
this became an important ingredient in Salinas’ election campaign and policy agenda (Salinas, 1991). 
"However, an encouraging feature of these demands is that they are generally accompanied by offers 
to participate". This type of participation fitted with Salinas’ ideology of 'social liberalism', according to 
which the state values economic or labour contributions of rural and urban communities and assisted 
such participation with funds from the National Solidarity Program. 

At one of these meetings, Salinas asked González-Villarreal his opinion on the risks of transferring 
irrigation districts to the users. His answer is illuminating: 

The transfer of irrigation districts to users was already an established policy of this administration [of De la 
Madrid], which has encountered some difficulties. (…) Those of the northwest and north of the country are 
prepared to start taking on their own administration..In a program that will be financed in the near future 
with international credit, called Modernization of Irrigation Districts, a subsequent phase after the original 
construction of the districts is proposed, consisting of the bulk delivery of water to the users and an 
administration directed by them..However, in the districts of the centre of the country (…) we believe that 
the process has to be more gradual (IEPES, 1987). 

This shows the political and bureaucratic life and making of a policy before it was endorsed. Further, it 
indicates that González-Villarreal and Salinas had reached a basic agreement on the need for transfer. 
On the basis of the election campaign meetings, Salinas endorsed the transfer policy and publicly 
reaffirmed that the irrigation districts would be transferred, by stating that "we need to make great 
strides in the modernization of the operation of the irrigation districts.… In the countryside, I propose to 
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decentralize, gradually, but firmly, the operation of the irrigation districts to organized producers" (PRI, 
1988). 

Meanwhile at the field level, a new district head was appointed to El Grullo by SARH in early 1989 
(just after Salinas had become president). This engineer was an important member of Velazco’s team 
and was fully in favour of transfer. He gave a strong impetus to it by handing over maintenance 
machinery to the newly formed WUA. The association started to train new personnel, carried out large-
scale maintenance in the district, and received visits from national SARH officials and the governor of 
Jalisco. The team of SARH officials was obviously in a hurry since they anticipated a change in the 
institutional set-up of the irrigation district as a consequence of the recent presidential elections. As 
expected, in September 1989 their efforts were interrupted. 

This episode shows that the making of the transfer policy emanated from a bureaucratic struggle for 
autonomy at a crucial political and electoral time for Mexico within a broader policy shift to a neo-
liberal agenda. The episode further shows that the bureaucratic making of the transfer policy 
significantly predated, anticipated, and shaped political decision-making. How the transfer policy was 
further developed, assembled, and standardised by the hydraulic bureaucracy after its formal 
endorsement is detailed below. 

POLICY EPISODE TWO: ASSEMBLAGE AND STANDARDISATION OF A POLICY PACKAGE 

Our second episode shows how a package of policy technologies was assembled and became 
standardised in coordinated but geographically dispersed attempts to make the policy concrete. In spite 
of the support from international finance and expertise for a neo-liberal reform agenda, the making of 
such a policy package was shaped by a non-conducive national policy context: weak political support for 
the president and his government, ongoing conflicts within the bureaucracy, and substantial opposition 
to the transfer policy. 

In December 1988, Salinas assumed the Mexican presidency after strongly contested elections. 
There were numerous indications that the elections were rigged in favour of the dominant party 
Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI: Institutional Revolutionary Party), although this did not result 
in an absolute majority in congress. As a consequence, in the initial years of his presidency Salinas took 
a gradual approach to modernising the state and liberalising the economy under his electoral slogan of 
social liberalism. This was necessary to regain political support among rural groups, the peasant sector, 
and urban popular movements, which the PRI was losing (Grindle, 1996). 

That irrigation management transfer was central to Salinas’ political strategy, and that this 
commitment dated from before the elections, became clear to insiders when at the end of 1988 an 
experienced irrigation engineer, Dr. Ramos, was appointed and charged with the actual transfer of 
irrigation districts. On 16 January 1989, Salinas created the CNA and instructed the agency to give 
priority to the transfer of the irrigation districts (Palacios, 1994). Salinas appointed his close associate 
González-Villarreal as CNA director. The new head brought his former team of water resources planners 
with him to populate this new agency, which resided under, but was semi-autonomous from, SARH. 
This technocratic group finally arrived at an institutional position to endorse some of the basic policy 
recommendations of the PNH (Rogers, 2002). The transfer policy was formally endorsed through its 
inclusion in the National Development Plan 1989-1994, released in June 1989. However, this consisted 
of only a broad formal statement of intent, whose characteristics significantly changed at a later stage 
of the policy process. 

Assembling the policy package 

In spite of the highest political commitment, several obstacles and controversies stood in the way of 
transfer – something that shaped the assembling of a policy package. First, the transfer of irrigation 
districts to WUAs was illegal under the 1972 water law, and the irrigation districts were still part of the 
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rural development districts under SARH, over which the newly constituted hydraulic bureaucracy (CNA) 
had no control. Second, a large majority of the irrigation districts were not financially self-sufficient, and 
efforts to convince farmers to pay modestly higher water fees had consistently failed in the past (Rap et 
al., 2004). Third, many of the irrigation districts were severely run down in the perception of the 
farmers, making it less likely that they would willingly accept responsibility for the infrastructure. Lastly, 
many medium- and lower-level officials in the irrigation districts resisted the idea of transfer since it 
threatened their jobs. Attempts to initiate transfer in many irrigation districts therefore encountered 
opposition from farmers, unions, bureaucratic staff, and the administrative section of the hydraulic 
bureaucracy. 

In the years that followed, CNA accumulated an institutional capacity to diagnose, adapt to, and 
govern these obstacles, and overcome opposition. In 1989 and 1990, the transfer package was 
assembled in response to a set of experiments, experiences, and clashes in the field. Teams of 
engineers and lawyers travelled intensively between the capital and the irrigation districts. One of the 
key CNA lawyers at the time remembers: 

At the start of 1989 we had a very general idea about how to ensure user participation. However, we 
started from zero as far as the legal issues were concerned. Everything had to be designed and worked out 
from a legal point of view. The legal design was drawn up in 1989 by this team and me. We wrote the 
concession titles and the statutes for the associations. During this process it was very important to listen to 
the users. We held many meetings in several irrigation districts, mainly in Sonora, in which I carefully 
listened to the complaints put forward by the users. I did not go to El Grullo, but we also had engineers 
working there. The idea of alternating the presidency of the associations came up at this time, based on 
experiences in the field. This is included in the statutes. The content of the concession titles, the statutes 
and the rest did not change much after 1989, although it was refined a bit. I would work until late at night 
in 1989 on these legal issues to make transfer possible (Interview, 22.06.1999). 

These teams brought their experiences back to the national level, to a transfer policy committee 
presided over by González-Villarreal and in loan negotiations with the World Bank, where they were 
discussed, evaluated and modified, and then brought back to the field. These feedback mechanisms 
were centrally coordinated by CNA and led to a convergence of dispersed experiences and a 
standardisation of policy technologies with which to implement the transfer. The policy technologies 
forming the transfer package emerged out of this process of centring: a step-by-step procedure as well 
as organisational and legal devices and documents for organising and promoting transfer. 

When Ramos and his team started assembling the transfer policy package in 1989, they turned to 
the earlier experiments with transfer before its political endorsement, as discussed in episode one. 
Ramos and his direct subordinates were respected irrigation engineers with a long career in SRH and 
SARH, who knew these experiences and had been present at early discussions on transfer. These early 
pilot experiments with user management were incorporated and brought under the control of CNA. The 
El Grullo irrigation district continued to play an important role and again serves as an example here. 
CNA took control in September 1989 by appointing a new district head and incorporating the pre-
existing WUA that had been organised by SARH engineers as its own initiative. It also slowed down the 
transfer process by delaying the transfer of the operation of the irrigation district. The SARH team of 
engineers was removed from the irrigation district and was denied any credit for their pioneering policy 
work. Henceforth, El Grullo was presented as a CNA transfer project, deleting all references to the pre-
CNA phase and the SARH involvement. In this manner, the hydraulic bureaucracy, represented by CNA, 
regained control over the transfer process. 

Several policy technologies were designed that secured a significant degree of bureaucratic control 
over WUAs. In 1989 and 1990, senior CNA engineers visited El Grullo several times to draw up the 
governing documents of the WUA (Hodgson, 2003), namely new regulations, a WUA charter, as well as 
the Concession Title (Titulo de Concesión), which specified the conditions of transfer. At this time, the 
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existing WUA was converted into an Asociación Civil (civil association). The constitution of WUAs as civil 
associations was necessary to ensure that they would fall under the control of CNA, as 'normal' WUAs 
for irrigation units would fall under SARH according to the 1972 water law (Espinosa de León, 1994; 
Vargas, 2008). This policy technology was subsequently used in other districts, but was not legally 
sanctioned until 1992 when a new water law was enacted. According to the head of CNA’s legal 
department at the time, the new water law was drafted between 1989 and 1991 based on these 
experiences, not only to legalise the irrigation transfer programme but more generally to confer powers 
to the CNA as the single water authority in the country. However, the new water law could only pass 
Congress in 1992, after Salinas had regained a majority in Congress. 

Another important policy technology was the alternation of WUA board members. CNA officials 
were concerned that the elections for board positions would create conflicts between members of the 
land reform communities (ejidos) and private landowners, the two corporately organised landholder 
categories that were now subsumed under the policy label of 'water users' (Wood, 1985; Suhardiman, 
2008). This issue was resolved by deciding to alternate the posts of president and treasurer of the WUA 
after board elections every three years between representatives of both the ejidos and the private 
farmers. This policy technology combined traditionally separate spheres of influence on the WUA’s 
board to represent a newly organised constituency of water users and was crucial for reaching 
agreements and building alliances between groups of farmers and their leadership that had historically 
been opposed to each other. The alternation was first established in the charter of the El Grullo WUA, 
which served as the basis for the charters drawn up in many other associations later on. 

These policy technologies also have an expressive dimension which contributed to stabilising and 
legitimising a dominant interpretation of the policy (Rap, 2006). The success of the policy was ritually 
performed and symbolically visualised in pilot projects as part of a public promotion campaign to gather 
popular support. In 1990, El Grullo was one of the first irrigation districts in Mexico to be officially 
transferred.5 At the beginning of 1990, the operation of El Grullo was turned over to the WUA and the 
Concession Title was presented to the WUA in May 1990, detailing the tasks and responsibilities of the 
WUA and its allegiance to CNA. On 21 January 1991, President Salinas visited the region and officially 
handed over the irrigation district to the WUA. The public ceremony symbolically demonstrated the 
transfer of responsibilities between the State and the WUA whereas, in practice, water users had 
already participated in the management for quite some time. This public ceremony received attention 
from the national press, and similar publicised events were subsequently enacted wherever transfer 
took place. During the following years, CNA used El Grullo as a pilot project to promote the benefits and 
success of its transfer policy to potential water users from other districts and national and international 
visitors. 

A set of policy technologies was thus developed to give effect to the policy in practice in response to 
concrete experiences and barriers. In El Grullo and several other districts, the participation of water 
users had already developed a momentum that was difficult for CNA to control. Nevertheless, CNA 
succeeded in incorporating these transfer initiatives and used them to assemble and promote the 
transfer policy package. This resulted in the development of crucial policy technologies, such as 
constituting WUAs as civil associations, alternating the presidency of the WUA, the formulation of 
Concession Titles and the promotion of the policy via pilot projects. Through such policy technologies 
the CNA regained bureaucratic control over the irrigation districts, the organisational form of water 
user participation and the policy process of transfer. 
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The gradual transfer 

Initially, gradual transfer was the policy alternative chosen. Based on the transfer policy package 
assembled in 1989, the National Program for the Decentralisation of the Irrigation Districts was drawn 
up towards the end of 1989. The 80 Irrigation Districts (IDs) were classified in three groups (Rogers, 
2002: 43):  

1. 21 districts; 1.98 million ha; "the most advanced in agricultural technology, infrastructure and 
social organization". 

2. 40 IDs; 850,000 ha; "less developed" and needing "a rehabilitation and organization program 
before the transfer". 

3. 19 IDs; 400,000 ha, with "special difficulties so they had to be carefully analyzed in order to 
establish special strategies" before the transfer. 

Only the first group of 21 districts was ready to be modernised, decentralised and transferred between 
1990 and 1994. These districts were carefully selected on the basis of an assessment by CNA of the 
willingness of the users to accept the transfer (CNA, 1991a; World Bank, 1991). Most of them were 
large, commercially oriented districts located in the north of Mexico with few infrastructure problems. 
This gave effect to the gradual transfer programme, already conceived by González-Villarreal in 1987, 
consisting of three policy objectives: substantially raise irrigation service fees, rehabilitate and 
modernise the 21 irrigation districts designated for transfer, and finalise the transfer of these 21 
districts by mid-1994 (CNA, 1991b). 

International lending agencies, whose policy advisors were enrolled from the start, gave a crucial 
impetus to transfer. In 1988 and 1989, the World Bank sent eight missions to Mexico as part of the loan 
identification phase of what was to become the irrigation and drainage sector project. Extensive 
discussions were held with CNA concerning the transfer policy, with emphasis placed on the need to 
eliminate government subsidies to the irrigation districts. In December 1991, a US$400 million loan was 
approved by the World Bank to finance part of CNA’s irrigation and drainage investment programme for 
the fiscal years 1991 through 1994, totalling US$1.2 billion (World Bank, 1991). The loan supported the 
gradual transfer programme, targeting the 21 irrigation districts for rehabilitation and promoting their 
transfer. 

A policy technology that was informed by both international and national sources of finance and 
expertise was the involvement of community organisers to organise the transfer. Because the 
organisation of farmers was blocked by irrigation district field staff, the idea of forming temporary 
teams of promoters to bypass their blockade was taken up in loan negotiation meetings with the World 
Bank.6 The concept of community organisers had been used by the World Bank and USAID in earlier 
irrigation loan projects in the Philippines and in Sri Lanka during the 1970s and 1980s (Korten and Siy, 
1989; Uphoff, 1992; Oorthuizen, 2003). But more importantly, these ideas matched those developed by 
the Salinas Administration in the National Solidarity Program (PRONASOL) that promoted forms of 
social spending to alleviate poverty and restore the PRI’s legitimacy in rural, urban and indigenous 
communities facing harsh structural adjustment (Dresser, 1991; Cook et al., 1994; Cornelius et al., 1994; 
Fox, 1994; Torres Espinosa, 1999; deLeon and Hérnandez Quezada, 2001). The intellectual source of 
these governing practices was the doctoral dissertation of President Salinas at Harvard, which studied 
the weaknesses of the traditional forms of government spending to elicit political support for the PRI 
regime. His policy recommendation was to promote the emergence of a new generation of community 
organisers that would bypass the rigid and corrupt traditional elites and party cadre. These disparate 
forms of intelligence informed the CNA’s strategy to acquire local support for the transfer. The CNA 
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thus formed interdisciplinary promoter teams and briefed them on the transfer strategy and the steps 
that had to be taken to form a WUA. Subsequently, these teams visited the public assemblies of ejidos 
and private landholders to explain the objectives of transfer, the rights and obligations involved, and 
the need for a substantial increase in the fees. 

These promoters encountered the practical problem of having to deal with large numbers of water 
users organised according to different types of landownership. In response, they developed the idea of 
appointing water delegates from the ejidos and the associations of private landholders in a designated 
area to form an assembly of water delegates.7 After the approval of this idea by CNA, the promoters 
were given the responsibility of organising an assembly of user delegates with a fixed number of 
delegates from both the ejidos and the private landholder associations. The assembly of delegates was 
then given the responsibility of constituting the WUA and electing a board. For CNA, persuading an 
assembly of delegates to take over irrigation management was much easier and facilitated the transfer 
in a context where a majority of water users opposed it. 

In July 1991, CNA published an important document, Instruction for the Transfer of the Irrigation 
Districts to Water Users (CNA, 1991c). This document detailed how to transfer irrigation districts and 
formally presented the transfer policy package some three years after the political decision to go ahead 
with transfer had been made. The publication of these instructions entailed the operational closure of 
the transfer package and the definition of its main characteristics. The document sets out a step-by-
step procedure to transfer irrigation districts, consisting of policy technologies that formed the heart of 
the transfer policy package. The sequential steps were as follows (CNA, 1991c): 

 Diagnosis. To initiate transfer, a thorough study is made of the district to assess the feasibility of 
transfer and the willingness of users to participate in the transfer process. 

 Promotion. A large number of meetings are held with ejido members and private farmers to 
promote the transfer programme, to determine the boundaries of the modules, and to appoint 
the water delegates to represent the users in the assembly of delegates. 

 Constitution of the WUA. The promotion team helps the water delegates with drawing up the 
charter of the WUA, constituting it as a civil association, and drafting the Concession Title 
according to CNA formats. 

 Acceptance of commitments. The WUA signs an agreement in which it accepts the conditions of 
transfer and commits to increasing fee levels and maintaining them to achieve financial self-
sufficiency. 

 Concession Title. A comprehensive legal contract between CNA and the WUA is drawn up, 
detailing the rights and obligations of both concerning transfer. 

 Actual transfer of the module. At an official ceremony, the Concession Title is signed and the 
module is handed over to the WUA. 

 Parallel operation. After the transfer, CNA manages the module together with the WUA for six to 
12 months, after which the WUA becomes fully responsible for the management of its module. 

Although CNA assembled and standardised the policy package in 1989 and 1990, it continued to be 
difficult to convince the large majority of farmers to accept transfer. Aside from the three irrigation 
districts where transfer initiatives had already developed their own momentum, the gradual transfer 
ground to a halt in 1991 in the other 18 irrigation districts listed for transfer. Attempts by CNA to 
convince farmers of the benefits of water users accepting the poorly maintained irrigation 
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infrastructure, while at the same time agreeing to pay significantly higher water fees and taking on 
greater responsibilities in the management of the irrigation districts, were met with staunch opposition 
(Espinosa de León, 1998). In addition, many of the CNA field staff, heads of irrigation districts, and the 
administrative section of CNA resisted transfer as it was clear that they would lose either their jobs or 
control over financial resource flows. 

Towards mid-1991 it became apparent that the gradual transfer programme was not making much 
headway. In combination with a shifting political tide, this led to the dismissal of Dr. Ramos, the head of 
irrigation districts, as his approach to transfer, with its emphasis on rehabilitation and the gradual 
transfer of a limited number of districts, was not working fast enough. This second episode shows that 
policy making continues after the political decision. In order to concretise the policy, a package of policy 
technologies was assembled to diagnose and resolve a set of initial obstacles and controversies. The 
following episode illustrates how this contributed to an acceleration of transfer. 

POLICY EPISODE THREE: PROMOTION AND ACCELERATION 

This third policy episode shows that the transfer policy was made to succeed by a standardised policy 
package developed by policy makers to create and mobilise networks of support for the policy, whilst 
diagnosing and overcoming opposition and potential conflict. 

Accelerating into the fast track 

Mid-term elections in 1991 pushed the transition from a slow to a fast transfer. In August 1991, the PRI 
regained an outright majority in Congress. This political victory for President Salinas was the major 
turning point of his presidency (Grindle, 1996). Salinas used his renewed electoral legitimacy to carry 
out a radical neo-liberal reform programme (Centeno, 1997; Teichman, 1997). In 1992, Salinas 
succeeded in pushing a revision of Article 27 of the Mexican Constitution through the PRI-dominated 
Congress without much opposition or public dissent, although it was widely debated in the press and 
academic circles (Grindle, 1996; Nuijten, 2003). This changed the legal basis of landownership and the 
ejido system. Later that year, the National Water Law, which formed the legal basis of the transfer 
programme, was accepted with even fewer problems. Although some opposition members of Congress 
walked out during the vote, a public and academic debate on the water law did not ensue (El 
Financiero, 1994). The increased popular support for party and president greatly enhanced the 
acceleration of the transfer programme. In an interview, a former official of the Ministry of Agriculture 
speculated that Salinas increased the political pressure on CNA to increase the rate of transfer and to 
transfer as many districts as possible before the end of his administration. This added to his 
international prestige as a strong reformer, as a result of which his name started to circulate as a 
candidate for the presidency of the World Trade Organization. 

In the summer of 1991, Dr. Sánchez was appointed as head of the CNA Directorate of Irrigation 
Districts to manage the transfer programme. CNA insiders characterised him as politically very skilful in 
striking deals with government officials, farmer leaders, politicians, and private-sector interest groups. 
When Sánchez joined CNA, there were strong pressures to make rapid progress with transfer. The 
conditions he encountered were more favourable than those his predecessor had faced, as the transfer 
policy package had already been assembled and an organisational structure was in place to promote 
transfer. However, CNA shifted to a more exclusive and targeted approach, paving the way for a more 
routine-like implementation of the policy package in different parts of the country. 

As a consequence of these developments, the second half of 1991 saw a strong effort being made to 
accelerate transfer (see Figure 1). The efforts of Sánchez and his team were concentrated on the 
northwest. In the Culiacan district, successful negotiations with important regional leaders led to the 
transfer of two-thirds of the district. More than half of the Río Yaqui district was transferred in the last 
months of 1991. These two large districts in the northwest alone sufficed to comply with almost the 
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whole area planned for transfer in 1991. Thus, by the end of 1991, CNA had succeeded in catching up 
with the original planning agreed with the World Bank, giving a much needed boost to the transfer 
programme. 

Figure 1. Area transferred in the period 1989-1994. 

1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

Slow track (End 1989) 0 130,366 479,360 675,380 417,910 268,182

Fast track (1992) 0 130,564 425,158 917,933 625,396 232,603

Actual area transferred 0 130,564 425,158 945,076 726,090 231,477

Actual accumulated 0 130,564 555,722 1,500,798 2,226,888 2,458,365
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Source: Espinosa de León (1994). 

By mid-1992, the original target of transferring 21 districts over a period of four years was already 
reached. This was the result of increasing political pressure not only from the presidency and state 
governors but also from an increased interest on the part of user groups to take over the modules, as 
they came to realise that the WUAs were becoming powerful actors managing important resources in a 
rural setting. CNA came to believe that the transfer could be accelerated and that the transfer of all the 
irrigation districts in Mexico was possible. In 1992, transfer activities around the country multiplied, 
with nearly a million hectares being transferred – some 300,000 ha more than originally planned under 
the gradual transfer programme. In 1993, the transfer policy was consolidated, and some 725,000 ha 
were transferred – 300,000 ha more than planned under the gradual programme. In 1994, the transfer 
slowed down because the end of Salinas’ term was approaching – a period in Mexican politics in which 
the bureaucracy concentrates on the presidential succession – and around 230,000 ha were 
transferred. 

A more strategic use of the policy package led to the politically desired acceleration. This was 
necessary since there was significant resistance amongst farmers, given the suggested fee increase, the 
condition of the infrastructure, and the fear of rural leaders of losing their power base. In some cases, 
CNA pushed through the transfer, arguing that the transfer had to occur, because otherwise the 
irrigation districts would stop functioning in the absence of government subsidies. This pressure led to 
very complicated situations, both socially and politically, which were often related to existing social, 
ethnic, or political problems. In extreme cases, violent protests erupted, such as in the Tula District (03) 
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where the CNA offices were torched.8 However, in most cases, the widespread opposition to transfer 
among farmers was dealt with by more subtle means that avoided or contained public conflict and 
open opposition. In spite of fierce opposition amongst users in the small irrigation units and districts 
with an indigenous population of El Rodeo (16) and Estado de México (33), WUAs were finally 
constituted through the set of policy technologies described here (Guzmán Rámirez, 2008; Montes de 
Oca et al., 2012). Also, the already existing water user organisations discussed by Rodríguez Haros and 
Palerm Viqueira (2007) had to assume the only legally recognised organisational form for a WUA and 
agree to be governed (at a distance) by the CNA through a set of policy technologies, in order to secure 
their water rights (Title of Concession) and to acquire state support and benefits for maintaining or 
improving their infrastructure. Interestingly, we did not find any instances of these protests being 
reported on in the national press (El Financiero, 1994). 

The diverse government strategies to advance the policy can best be characterised as coerced 
persuasion (Desai et al., 1998). CNA used an array of political strategies and policy technologies, partly 
ingrained in the transfer policy package, to overcome opposition and advance with the transfer. Below, 
we review how diagnostic studies, selective transfer negotiations, calculated resource distribution, and 
policy promotion worked in practice, and how this contributed to the acceleration of the transfer 
process. 

Diagnostic studies 

Diagnostic studies were carried out strategically in the districts to evaluate the willingness of different 
groups of farmers and their leaders to accept the transfer policy. Around 24 of these studies were 
carried out by the Instituto Mexicano de Tecnología del Agua (IMTA: Mexican Institute of Water 
Technology). Influential people in an irrigation district were identified and interviewed to ascertain their 
opinion about the transfer, including leaders of ejidos, private landholders, political leaders, and 
representatives of producer organisations. Initially, in many districts the mood was against transfer 
because of the poor state of the infrastructure and the substantial increase in irrigation service fees 
that had to precede the transfer. IMTA researchers estimated that, initially, around 60% of the farmers 
in the irrigation districts opposed transfer, 30% were not aware of the changes, and only around 10% 
supported it. In many districts, farmers argued that the infrastructure had to be improved to an 
acceptable level before they would agree to take over the district. 

The diagnostic studies also assessed the resistance of three other important groups in the irrigation 
districts, namely, lower- and middle-level bureaucratic staff and peasant leaders. According to Sánchez 
(pers. comm.), two explicit aims of the transfer programme were to 'eliminate' the: 

 SARH workers’ union, which formed a serious obstacle in the water distribution process, and 

 Corrupt peasant leaders who, through their political influence, systematically hindered attempts 
to raise the water fees and improve O&M conditions. 

These 'corrupt unionised people' were especially found among the lower field staff, who would lose 
their job and income because of the transfer. The SARH unions lost influence because the WUA staff 
received temporary contracts and could no longer be organised in government unions. As a 
consequence of the transfer, the number of CNA district staff was reduced in phases (from 40,000 to 
4,000) (Johnson, 1997). Most of the CNA field staff were retired and received a pension, others were 
shifted to other CNA departments, and a small group was engaged by the WUAs on temporary 
contracts (Zaag van der and Rap, 2012). 

                                                           
8
 Interview with one of the leaders of a promoter team. 
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The peasant leaders were effectively neutralised as a result of the organisational forms designed for 
the WUAs. Few made it directly onto the WUA boards, since a provision stated that user delegates had 
to be irrigation farmers (intended to exclude professional politicians). According to a senior CNA 
engineer, the 'corrupt peasant leaders' lost considerable influence in irrigation management to the new 
WUA presidents. Both groups were also bypassed by involving community organisers in the process. 
These specific policy technologies thus did the work of politically excluding these forces that opposed 
the transfer and fee increases. 

Potential opposition from middle-rank officials, such as CNA district chiefs and state delegation 
heads, was neutralised by a phased strategy of rotation and dismissal. The diagnostics served to assess 
the position of the higher-level CNA staff. A senior CNA engineer recounted that district chiefs were 
shifted to other districts in the country while a district was being transferred, in most cases to be fired 
at a later stage. This prevented the district chief from slowing down the transfer or mobilising protests 
against the staff cuts. The official mentioned that this was a sort of kamikaze exercise, because the 
district chiefs who played an important part in organising the transfer in the end also lost their jobs. 

Selective inclusion in transfer negotiations 

The diagnostic studies informed a more exclusive and selective approach to the transfer. CNA used 
them to identify and convince potentially willing leaders and to enrol them to lead the organisation of 
the water users. The studies were also used to evaluate the possibility of reaching agreements between 
different influential local leaders and groups in order to form an alliance that would support the 
transfer. In addition, they were used to identify the opposing groups and leaders in order to exclude or 
circumvent them for the transfer process. The teams sent to the districts to do these studies received 
detailed instructions from Sánchez, who wanted to know whom to talk or not, in order to negotiate the 
transfer. 

On the basis of the diagnostic studies and other information sources, CNA targeted the politically 
influential, economically powerful, and organised groups in the district. These farmers were generally 
more favourable to the transfer than the large majority of farmers. They often had their power bases in 
local PRI-affiliated organisations for peasants and for private producers, or in other producer 
organisations. Consequently, they maintained close relations with the district, local PRI politicians, and 
elite interest groups. These types of leaders were in many cases enrolled to represent the water users 
and negotiate the transfer with senior CNA officials. A senior CNA official says the following about this: 

One of the important things was to choose the leaders; one had to look who was the leader, go to him and 
convince him, for example, the president of the Association of Farmers of Culiacan. At the beginning we 
had four or five meetings which were very tense. We said to him: look, the problem is that the government 
does not have money anymore to go on subsidising the irrigation districts. If you do not take charge of the 
infrastructure, you will end up without water. In the end, many of these leaders, agricultural entrepreneurs 
also, in the Northwest of the country began to see that these changes were necessary, and we began to 
have a good acceptance in some districts like Río Mayo, Delicias, and the central part of Río Lerma. The 
district chiefs did very intensive work (Interview, 21-05-1999). 

The agreements negotiated with these pre-selected groups often resulted in WUA board positions for 
their leaders. In socially and politically more complicated districts, CNA negotiated the transfer between 
different groups by assigning posts to them, or brokered alliances between the different leaders. A 
policy technology that facilitated such negotiations was the alternation of board positions between the 
different landholder categories. It served to establish alliances between leaders and to unite different 
groups in one user organisation. 

The creation, targeting, and selective inclusion of user groups who were in favour of transfer 
significantly simplified increasing the irrigation service fees and the acceptance of transfer. It also 
contributed to accelerating the formation of WUAs. Initially, the position of large agricultural 
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entrepreneurs was neutral. These producers, who owned agro-industrial companies and controlled 
large areas in irrigation districts for export agriculture, often maintained close relations with the district 
staff and already enjoyed privileged access to water and maintenance services. However, they became 
convinced of the need to support the transfer not only because they saw evidence in the first districts 
transferred that they could acquire direct control over crucial resources, such as water and machinery, 
but also because the WUAs were becoming politically and financially powerful organisations. 

A senior ex-CNA official explained that nowadays it is more important to become president of a 
WUA than to become a member of Congress or a mayor (Rap, 2006). An example is the Alto Río Lerma 
irrigation district where a group of influential agro-industrial entrepreneurs at first opposed the 
transfer. After private negotiations with Sánchez and his staff, they reached an agreement with CNA in 
early 1992, after which they supported the creation of the WUAs in which several of them were 
appointed presidents. Almost a decade later, this became one of the platforms from which Vicente Fox 
won the presidential elections, which ended the PRI’s seven-decade reign (Wester, 2008). 

Calculated distribution of public resources 

Another CNA strategy to create support and manage opposition in the irrigation districts was through 
the calculated distribution of public resources (Grindle, 1996). This approach made producers focus on 
the allocation process instead of on opposing the transfer itself. By regulating access to resources and 
by promising to invest more or less in a district, CNA selectively enticed and sanctioned user groups 
according to their willingness to accept transfer. User groups obstructing the transfer process faced the 
danger of missing out on the resources and projects that CNA could distribute among the irrigation 
districts. The promise of rehabilitating the districts and undertaking deferred maintenance after 
transfer was frequently made by CNA, and nearly as frequently broken. The lack of actual rehabilitation 
was partly compensated for by giving the modules modern maintenance machinery. The allocation of 
these smaller and more suitable machines was used to persuade the user leaders to accept the 
transfer. 

Promotion of the transfer policy 

CNA organised a promotion campaign that monopolised the public information on transfer and 
favoured its acceleration. Instructions, documents, and videos produced by CNA were communicated to 
water users, indicating how CNA wanted the transfer process to take place. Besides this centrally 
coordinated circulation of information, a vast movement of people around the country was organised 
by CNA. Teams of engineers and lawyers were sent from CNA headquarters to the state and district 
offices to promote the transfer and assist the promotion teams. In addition, prospective board 
members and managers of WUAs were taken on trips to irrigation districts that had already been 
transferred to convince them of the possibilities and benefits of transfer. Pilot districts such as El Grullo 
served as exemplars of successful WUAs and were visited by many groups of water users from all over 
the country. CNA’s careful section of pilot projects from the more commercial and well-maintained 
irrigation districts, mostly in northern Mexico, added to the positive image of transfer. Although these 
visits projected policy idealisations of actual user management, they helped to visualise and imagine 
how transfer could work. International interest in visiting these exemplary districts also increased, as 
'IMT in Mexico' became a global policy model (Rap, 2006). 

The press paid attention only to government information on the transfer, reporting on the official 
transfer ceremonies throughout the country, which were attended by political leaders, party 
representatives, senior bureaucrats and large crowds. Virtually no press attention was given to the 
widespread opposition to transfer in the irrigation districts. As a result, the opposition in different 
irrigation districts remained isolated and deprived of information from other districts. 
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This episode shows how the hydraulic bureaucracy’s use of the policy package contributed to the 
acceleration of the transfer by mobilising a support network for the policy, whilst diagnosing and side-
lining opposition. Policy implementation is thus an ongoing process of policy making. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

This article argues that policy making is an interactive and ongoing process that is potentially self-
reinforcing, but often fragile and reversible in practice. It is only by building a network of support and 
excluding opposition, thus stabilising a policy interpretation, that policy gathers momentum and is 
made to succeed. In support of this argument we have investigated the practices and politics of a policy 
process by looking at three episodes in the life of a policy – 1) re-emergence, 2) assemblage and 
standardisation, and 3) promotion and acceleration. These episodes partly overlap and are not 
generalisable, since this account reconstructs a very particular policy trajectory. Yet, this periodisation 
allows the opening up of the black box of decision making as a centred and predictably ordered activity. 
Such a policy-making perspective further broadens our understanding of the variety of policy actors, 
practices and levels that, over time and space, engage and connect in policy work. The value of this 
approach is that it clarifies how the momentum and success of a policy depend on how it actively works 
to include a network of support and to exclude nodes of opposition, whilst stabilising an interpretation 
of policy-related events. 

The argument of this article is about the making of policy and focuses on the stabilisation and 
acceleration of the IMT policy. Numerous authors have studied IMT policy outcomes and impacts at 
different scales (Trava Manzanilla, 1994; Kloezen et al., 1997; Torregrosa Armentia, 1998; Palacios 
Vélez, 2000; Rap, 2006, 2007; Garcés Restrepo et al., 2007; Wester, 2008; Wester et al., 2009; Ahlers, 
2010; Zaag van der and Rap, 2012). However, a comprehensive overview relating the IMT policy process 
with a variety of specific outcomes would merit another article. This would show that the 
standardisation of a policy package does not mean uniformisation, but generates a diverse pattern of 
organisational responses and outcomes (Long and van der Ploeg, 1989). As a result, it would also 
demonstrate that the nature and extent of bureaucratic control over local forms of organising varies 
substantially, producing mixtures of institutional bricolage (Cleaver, 2002). Nonetheless, at the same 
time, a hegemonic policy model was being produced that focused on success and thereby disguised 
such a heterogeneity. 

However, here we looked at different episodes in the process of making a policy. The bureaucratic 
life of a policy starts before, and continues after, its political endorsement. The first episode shows that 
the bureaucratic making of the IMT policy significantly antedated and shaped the political decision 
process. After the political decision was formalised, the bureaucratic making of the policy resumed. 
True or not, the hydrocrats in this case study appear to have carefully read and taken to heart Thomas 
and Grindle’s (1990) advice for policy makers. They actively diagnosed and anticipated potential 
support and opposition in order to shape the policy’s course. In the process, these policy makers 
adopted and adapted policy technologies that operationalised the policy in such a way that strategic 
support was won and potential opposition was overcome. In short, these policy bureaucrats were not 
mechanically implementing, but actively making, the policy, as skilled performers of the interactive 
model. 

Our analysis of policy making contributes to improving on the interactive model, by explaining 
several points: Firstly, policies have a bureaucratic life before political endorsement. Important policy 
characteristics of what became transfer were developed long before any official political endorsement. 
Policy experiments anticipated and shaped formal decision-making and political and institutional 
transitions in the run-up to the presidential elections of 1988. This shows how bureaucratic processes 
shaped policy not just in the sense of informing rational problem analysis and technical policy choices, 
but by being embedded in a struggle over autonomy, control over resource flows and irrigation 
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districts, and upward mobility. Secondly, policy characteristics such as the duration of implementation 
(acceleration from a gradual to a fast track) and the dispersion of benefits and costs (from the original 
21 irrigation districts to more than 60) are not stable and can change quite drastically after the policy 
decision facilitating policy implementation. Thirdly, policy technologies can also contribute to 
bureaucratic control. 

The second episode of this Mexican case study illustrates that policy making is not an orderly top-
down process; rather, it is contested and geographically dispersed. To make the IMT policy operational, 
a policy package was assembled that resolved a set of initial obstacles and controversies. Dispersed 
policy-making exercises by lower- and middle-level officials developed a momentum that was 
sometimes difficult to control centrally and shaped a set of specific policy technologies to give effect to 
the transfer to locally formed WUAs. This shows the practices of lower- and middle-level bureaucrats 
and their important contribution to policy making (Lipsky, 1980; Page and Jenkins, 2005). Nevertheless, 
the policy-making efforts of these lower-level actors were structured economically, bureaucratically 
and politically in the following ways (Marinetto, 1999): initially, policy was made, goals were set, 
performance measured and progress reported in pilot areas (McKenzie, 2001). These "policymaking 
sites" (Peck and Theodore, 2010) were economically privileged and received more financial and 
technological support than less-endowed regions. Subsequently, the hydraulic bureaucracy increasingly 
coordinated the convergence, standardisation, and accumulation of dispersed experiences and ideas on 
how to make transfer work. A policy package was composed that was stabilised legally and promoted 
nationally and internationally. Further, the relocation and dismissal of middle-level CNA officials to 
prevent opposition shows that the policy making became increasingly centrally enforced. Finally, after 
the victory of Salinas’ party in mid-term elections in 1991, political pressure contributed to accelerating 
the transfer. 

When bottom-up and top-down policy-making coalesces, policy closure can occur. The 
standardisation and acceleration of the policy resulted in the hardening and closure of the IMT policy 
package, the mobilisation and enrolment of ever larger groups of policy actors, the exclusion of 
opposition, and an increasing momentum with which it extended outwards and affected an increasing 
number of groups, institutions and localities. This produced an objectification of the transfer policy, the 
process through which it acquired a seemingly tangible existence and legitimacy (Shore and Wright, 
1997). However, temporary closure does not necessarily imply policy termination (Turnhout, 2009). 
Hence, a focus on policy making, unmaking and remaking as a continuous process reveals that there are 
different rounds of policy making in the life cycle of a policy. 

The third episode suggests that policy making works to include a network of support and to exclude 
nodes of opposition, and that in this way the policy gathers momentum. This substantiates the 
assertion that policies do not succeed under their own impetus, but that they are 'made to succeed' (cf. 
Latour, 1996; Mosse, 2004). The hydraulic bureaucracy, and by extension the state, is not by itself all 
powerful. Although the strategies and technologies developed by CNA to attract support and overcome 
opposition strongly contributed to the acceleration of the transfer process, this was significantly shaped 
by the reaction of farmers, water user leaders, and bureaucrats to the transfer policy. Thus, the political 
contests, compromises and contingencies involved in accomplishing policy (cf. Li, 1999; Mosse, 2004) 
highlight the importance of policy making as an ongoing process. To paraphrase Mosse, policies have to 
be made and sustained socially and materially. Much of today’s policy development is directed at 
defining preconditions for success. This article shows that such preconditions are no guarantee but that 
the 'success' of a policy is in its making. 
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